We propose a new method to rank a special category of time-sensitive queries that are year qualified. The method adjusts the retrieval scores of a base ranking function according to time-stamps of web documents so that the freshest documents are ranked higher. Our method, which is based on feedback control theory, uses ranking errors to adjust the search engine behavior. For this purpose, we use a simple but effective method to extract year qualified queries by mining query logs and a time-stamp recognition method that considers titles and urls of web documents. Our method was tested on a commercial search engine. The experiments show that our approach can significantly improve relevance ranking for year qualified queries even if all the existing methods for comparison failed.
Introduction
Relevance ranking plays a crucial role in search engines. There are many proposed machine learning based ranking algorithms such as language modeling-based methods (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004) , RankSVM (Joachims, 2002) , RankBoost (Freund et al., 1998) and GBrank (Zheng et al., 2007) . The input to these algorithms is a set of feature vectors extracted from queries and documents. The goal is to find the parameter setting that optimizes some relevance metric given training data. While these machine learning algorithms can improve average relevance, they may be ineffctive for certain special cases. Time-sensitive queries are one such special case that machine-learned ranking functions may have a hard time learning, due to the small number of such queries.
Consider the query "sigir" (the name of a conference), which is time sensitive. Table 1 : Two contrived search engine result pages ranking of SERP2 is clearly better than that of SERP1 because the most recent event, "sigir2009", is ranked higher than other years. Time is an important dimension of relevance in web search, since users tend to prefer recent documents to old documents. At the time of this writing (February 2009), none of the major commercial search engines ranked the homepage for SIGIR 2009 higher than previous SIGIR homepages for the query "sigir". One possible reason for this is that ranking algorithms are typically based on anchor text features, hyperlink induced features, and clickthrough rate features. However, these features tend to favor old pages more than recent ones. For example, "sigir2008" has more links and clicks than "sigir2009" because "sigir2008" has existed longer time and therefore has been visited more. It is less likely that newer web pages from "sigir2009" can be ranked higher using features that implicitly favor old pages.
However, the fundamental problem is that current approaches have focused on improving general ranking algorithms. Methods for improving ranking of specific types of query like temporal queries are often overlooked.
Aiming to improve ranking results, some methods of re-ranking search results are proposed, such as the work by (Agichtein et al., 2006) and (Teevan et al., 2005) . These work uses user search behavior information or personalization information as features that are integrated into an enhanced ranking model. We propose a novel method of re-ranking search results. This new method is based on feedback control theory, as illustrated in 1.
We make a Detector to monitor search engine (SE) output and compare it with the input, which is the desired search engine ranking. If an error is found, we design the controller that uses the error to adjust the search engine output, such that the search engine output tracks the input. We will detail the algorithm in Section 4.1.
Our method was applied to a special class of timesensitive query, year qualified queries (YQQs). For this category, we found users either attached a year with the query explicitly, like "sigir 2009", or used the query only without a year attached,like "sigir". We call the former explicit YQQs, and the latter implicit YQQs. Using query log analysis, we found these types of queries made up about 10% of the total query volume. We focus exclusively on implicit YQQs by translating the user's implicit intention as the most recent year. Explicit YQQs are less interesting, because the user's temporal intention is clearly specified in the query. Therefore, ranking for these types of queries is relatively straightforward. Throughout the remainder of this paper, we use the "YQQ" to refer to implicit YQQs, unless otherwise stated.
Adaptive score adjustment
Our proposed re-ranking model is shown in Eq. 1, as below.
(1) This work assumes that a base ranking function is used to rank documents with respect to an incoming query. We denote this base ranking function as R (q, d) . This ranking function is conditioned on a query q and a document d. It is assumed to model the relevance between q and d.
Our proposed method is flexible for all YQQ queries.
Suppose the current base ranking function gives the results as SERP1 of 
are the base ranking function scores for the oldest and the newest documents.
k is a small shift value for direction control. When k < 0, the newest document is adjusted slightly under the old one. Otherwise, it is adjusted slightly over the old one. Experiments show k > 0 gave better results. The value of k is determined in training.
α(q) is the confidence score of a YQQ query, meaning the likelihood of a query to be YQQ. The confidence score is bigger if a query is more likely to be YQQ. More details are given in next section. λ is a weighting parameter for adjusting α(q).
The exp function e λα(q) is a weighting to control boosting value. A higher value, confidence α, a larger boosting value, Q(q, d).
Our method can be understood by feedback control theory, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The ideal input is R(q, y o ) representing the desired ranking score for the newest Web page, R(q, y n ). But the search engine real output is R(q, y n ). Because search engine is a dynamic system, its ranking is changing over time. This results in ranking
The function of "Controller" is to design a function to adjust the search engine ranking so that the error approximates to zero,
"Detector" is a document year-stamp recognizer, which will be described more in the next section. "Detector" is used to detect the newest Web pages and their ranking scores. Fig. 1 is an ideal implementation of our methods. We cannot carry out real-time experiments in this work. Therefore, the calculation of ranking errors was made in offline training.
YQQ detection and year-stamp recognition
To implement Eq. 1, we need to find YQQ queries and to identify the year-stamp of web documents. Our YQQ detection method is simple, efficient, and relies only on having access to a query log with frequency information. First, we extracted all explicit YQQs from query log. Then, we removed all the years from explicit YQQs. Thus, implicit YQQs are obtained from explicit YQQs. The implicit YQQs are saved in a dictionary. In online test, we match input queries with each of implicit YQQs in the dictionary. If an exact match is found, we regard the input query as YQQ, and apply Eq. 1 to re-rank search results.
After analyzing samples of the extracted YQQs, we group them into three classes. One is recurring-event query, like "sigir", "us open tennis"; the second is newsworthy query, like "steve ballmer", "china foreign reserves"; And the class not belong to any of the above two, like "christmas", "youtube". We found our proposed methods were the most effective for the first category. In Eq. 1, we can use confidence α(q) to distinguish the three categories and their change of ranking as shown in Eq.1, that is defined as below.
where w(q, y) = #(q.y)+#(y.q). #(q.y) denotes the number of times that the base query q is post-qualified with the year y in the query log. Similarly, #(y.q) is the number of times that q is pre-qualified with the year y. This weight measures how likely q is to be qualified with y, which forms the basis of our mining and analysis. #(q) is the counts of independent query, without associating with any other terms.
We also need to know the year-stamp y(d) for each web document so that the ranking score of a document is updated if y(d) = y n is satisfied. We can do this from a few sources such as title, url, anchar text, and extract date from documents that is possible for many news pages. For example, from url of the web page, "www.sigir2009.org", we detect its year-stamp is 2009.
We have also tried to use some machine generated dates. However, in the end we found such dates are inaccurate and cannot be trusted. For example, discovery time is the time when the document was found by the crawler. But a web document may exist several years before a crawler found it. We show the worse effect of using discovery time in the experiments.
Experiments
We will describe the implementation methods and experimental results in this section. Our methods include offline dictionary building and online test. In offline training, our first step is to mine YQQs. A commercial search engine company provided us with six months of query logs. We extracted a list of YQQs using Section 3's method. For each of the YQQs, we run the search engine and output the top N results. For each document, we used the method described in Section 3 to recognize the year-stamp and find the oldest and the newest page. If there are multiple urls with the same yearstamp, we choose the first oldest and the first most recent. Next,we calculated the boosting value according to Eq. 1. Each query has a boosting value. For online test, a user's query is matched with each of the YQQs in the dictionary. If an exact match is found, the boosting value will be added to the base ranking score iff the document has the newest yearstamp.
For evaluating our methods, we randomly extracted 600 YQQs from the dictionary. We extracted the top-5 search results for each of queries using the base ranking function and the proposed ranking function. We asked human editors to judge all the scraped results. We used five judgment grades: Perfect, Excellent, Good, Fair, and Bad. Editors were instructed to consider temporal issues when judging. For example, sigir2004 is given a worse grade than sigir2009. To avoid bias, we advised editors to retain relevance as their primary judgment criteria. Our evaluation metric is relative change in DCG, %∆ dcg =
, where DCG is the traditional Discounted Cumulative Gain (Jarvelin and Kekalainen, 2002) .
Effect of the proposed boosting method
Our experimental results are shown in Table 2 , where we compared our work with the existing methods. While we cannot apply (Li and Croft, 2003) 's approach directly because first, our search engine is not based on language modeling; second, it is impossible to obtain exact timestamp for web pages as (Li and Croft, 2003) did in the track evaluation. However, we tried to simulate (Li and Croft, 2003) 's approach in web search by using the linear integration method exactly as the same as (Li and Croft, 2003) by adding a time-based function with our base ranking function. For the timestamp, we used discovery time in the time-based function. The parameters (λ, α) have the exact same meaning as in (Li and Croft, 2003) but were tuned according to our base ranking function. With regards to the approach by (Diaz and Jones, 2004) , we ranked the web pages in decreasing order of discovery time. Our own approaches were tested under options with and without using adaptation. For no adaption, we let the e of Eq.1 equal to 0, meaning no score difference between the oldest document and the newest document was captured, but a constant value was used. It is equivalent to an open loop in Fig.1 . For adaption, we used the ranking errors to adjust the base ranking. In the Table we used multiple ks to show the effect of changing k. Using different k can have a big impact on the performance. The best value we found was k = 0.3. In this experiment, we let α(q) = 0 so that the result responds to k only.
Our approach is significantly better than the existing methods. Both of the two existing methods produced worse results than the baseline, which shows the ap- proaches may be inappropriate for Web search. Not surprisingly, using adaption achieved much better results than without using adaption. Thus, these experiments prove the effectiveness of our proposed methods.
Another important parameter in the Eq.1 is the confidence score α(q), which indicates the confidence of query to be YQQ. In Eq. 1, λ is used to adjusting α(q). We observed dcg gain for each different λ. The results are shown in Table 3 . The value of λ needs to be tuned for different base ranking functions. A higher λ can hurt performance. In our experiments, the best value of 0.4 gave a 8.4% statistically significant gain in DCG. The λ = 0 setting means we turn off confidence, which results in lower performance. Thus, using YQQ confidence is effective.
Discussions and conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to solve YQQ ranking problem, which is a problem that seems to plague most major commercial search engines. Our approach for handling YQQs does not involve any query expansion that adds a year to the query. Instead, keeping the user's query intact, we re-rank search results by adjusting the base ranking function. Our work assumes the intent of YQQs is to find documents about the most recent year. For this reason, we use YQQ confidence to measure the probability of this intent. As our results showed, our proposed method is highly effective. A real example is given in Fig. 2 to show the significant improvement by our method.
Our adaptive methods are not limited to YQQs only. We believe this framework can be applied to any category of queries once a query classification and a score detector have been implemented. 
